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Flash-back

We see a younger Sawyer in a car with 
Hibbs they are in a airport car park, they 
get out and open the trunk of the car, 
it’s full of money, they start loading the 
money in suitcases,

Hibbs: excited???

Sawyer: don’t you speak to me

Hibbs: Nervous?

Sawyer: I said don’t speak!!  

Hibbs: What? It’s just another con…

Sawyer: were conning the whole of Tampa. 
It’s not just a con

Hibbs: Oh God! Is that the time?? Were 
gonna miss our plane!

Sawyer: then hurry up, jackass

Hibbs: there we are all done.

Sawyer: ok let’s go.



They grab there cases and run off to the 
main building as a jet plane takes off 
over their heads.

INT.BEACH-AFTERNOON.

We see sawyer is sitting in the sand, we 
see for the first time he is crying, Sayid 
comes to join him, we see he has also been 
tearful

Sawyer: I--I just stood there, and for the 
first time in-in my li-fe I didn’t know 
what to do, I didn’t know Sayid..

Sayid: Neither did I, do you think we made 
the right decision?

Sawyer: I don’t know

Then from the trees Desmond and Jin run 
out and meet sawyer and Sayid

Desmond: where is everybody?

Sayid: they are leaving on the boat

Desmond: An Your not brotha?

Sayid: we chose to stay on the island.



Desmond: Well goodbyes then, brotha, see 
you in another life.

Jin: where – Sun?

Sayid: she is leaving on the boat

Jin: Good bye Sayid, Sawyer

They shake hands and Jin walks off to 
catch up with Desmond, they catch the 
attention of a person on board and soon a 
dinghy is lowered and speeds to the beach
A man gets off

Man: Change of mind huh?

Desmond: Aye

Sayid: wait!

Sayid runs up to the man

Sayid: when are you leaving?

Man: later on in about 5 hours, we need to 
check the fuel.

Sayid: ok



He walks back to Sawyer

Sayid: so we have 5 hours to decide 
whether to stay or not.

Sawyer: okay

INT, HIGHER BEACH.

Rose and Bernard are sitting by the 
kitchen area, sorting out food.

Bernard: are you 100% sure that you want 
to stay, I heard that Sayid and Sawyer are 
thinking whether to go, the boat leaves in 
about 5 hours

Rose: Hunny, ive never been more certain 
of anything in my life, but ill be 
thinking just im 101% sure

Bernard: thank you Rose,

Suddenly Juliet runs out of the jungle, 
she stumbles and falls.



Juliet: I escaped from Mikhail, as I was 
walking back I saw Richard, Ben and 50 
other walking this way, they are coming 
for us

Sayid walks up having overheard

Bernard: how many people do they actually 
have??!!

Sayid: we need to hide again,

Sawyer: no, no more hiding, how many men 
must there have to be to crew a boat that 
size? A lot yeah, we saw them shoot at 
Locke, we saw all those different guns, 
well the others are coming to kill us for 
making contact with the outside world, 
lets fight back, with our own army,

Sayid: Good, you give out these few guns 
while I go to the freighter to collect 
people and guns. How far away are they 
Juliet?

Juliet: I’d say about 2 hours until they 
get here

Sawyer: well what we standing around for 
lets move.



Flash-Back

Sawyer and Hibbs are on the plane, they 
are they are sitting on row 15, seats 4 
and 5 

Hibbs: its easy man, getting scared are 
you?

Sawyer: no. I don’t usually con a whole 
state often,

Hibbs: think of how rich we’ll be when we 
finish this

Sawyer: if we finish this.

Hibbs: listen all we have to do is go to 
the meeting place find the briefcase 
exchange it for ours and voila, around 
half a million dollars each! How’s that 
sound?

Sawyer: it’s never that simple with you 
Hibbs.

Hibbs: believe me, it is this time

Sawyer: we will see



Hibbs turns away and looks out the window, 
smiling evilly.

Ext. Freighter-Dining Hall

We see a huge dining hall with lots of 
tables and chairs, there is loads of 
people all eating or queuing up for food, 
there is a big food stand in the middle, 
jack is standing getting food with Kate

Jack: mmmm proper food

Kate: I almost forgot what it tastes like!

Jack sits down, the doors open and 
everything goes silent, Michael walks in 

Jack: Michael?

Michael nods and sits alone in the corner.

Jack stares at him for a moment, then the 
doors are slammed open again, this time it 
is Sayid.



Sayid: The Others are attacking, at least 
50 of them, apparently we angered somebody 
called Jacob by contacting the outside 
world, he sent everyone to attack us, we 
need help, who will help?

Robert stands up.

Robert: I shall make it my duty to choose 
50 of our best shots; we will be at the 
beach in about 30 mins

Sun: can’t we just quickly go now on the 
freighter?

Captain: we can’t the men need rest and 
the engines need more energy

Sayid: ok, the women stay here, it’ll be 
safer… ok so the people ive known for 100 
days come to the beach, and Robert be at 
the beach with 50 of your best men all 
armed

Robert: sure.

Jack: let’s go



INT.BEACH-NIGHT

Sawyer is giving out guns to Bernard and 
Karl, 

Juliet: can’t I get a gun?

Sawyer: sorry Jules, Captains rules are 
women and children on the ship,

Flash-back

Sawyer and Hibbs are in a car park, 
waiting for somebody, they see a car pull 
up and a man puts a suitcase down and 
leaves 

Hibbs: there it is

Sawyer: you go get it

Hibbs: you

Sawyer groans and opens the car door, runs 
out, picks it up, swaps it for his and 
turns around to find out Hibbs has left in 
the car with all his money



Sawyer: Son Of A Bitch

Ext.Beach-night

Sawyer stands on the beach with Karl and 
Bernard, they are holding rifles, we see 
them looking out at about 10 motor boats 
driving towards the beach, the boats pull 
up onto the sand and all the men run out, 
jack comes up to Sayid and Sawyer.

Jack: these people have a whole room full 
of guns and explosives were keeping a 
whole boat of guns and ammo over there, Ok 
everyone who fighting stand over there and 
get ready, women and children get on a 
boat back to the freighter,

People start moving to where they have to 
go,

Jack: Michaels back 

Sawyer: where is that traitor? 

Jack looks over to the boats and Sawyer 
follows his gaze, Michael is there hugging 
Walt goodbye, we see Walt get on the boat 
and Michael got to the boat with guns
Sawyer goes to him



Jack: no sawyer, don’t,

Sawyer: he’s not getting away this time

Jack: later, we have to fight now,

Sawyer walks off, 

Jack: now does everyone have at least one 
weapon

There are yes’s from the crowd,

Jack: then let’s get in our positions; I 
want 10 men over there by those trees, 
another 20 down by the boats and the rest 
with me between all the tents in our camp.

All the men separate and Sawyer, Karl and 
Robert walk of with 18 other men to the 
trees,
Jin, Desmond, Hurley go to the boats with 
17 other minors, and Sayid, Jack, Michael 
with 17 other stay in-between tents, 

Jack: we can never just leave can we?

Sayid: it’s not all that bad, we just have 
to fend them of until the morning which is 



only about 4 hours away then we can leave 
on the boat.
Int. Boats-night

Jin: will – Sun Be Okay?

Desmond: yes, she’s on the boat she’ll be 
fine

Hurley: Dudes, I need help, ive never shot 
a gun before

Desmond: here let me help

He puts his hand over Hurleys holding the 
gun

Desmond: you look down the barrel, one eye 
closed, then gently, don’t jerk it, pull 
the trigger,

Hurley: okay…

EXT. TREES-NIGHT

Sawyer: so as were all waiting here to die 
whats your story Karl? How’d you get here?

Karl: I came on the submarine, 10 years 
ago, we came as dharma, we didn’t know 
that Dharma on the island had already been 



taken over, we came and Ben and the others 
killed everyone… my mom… my dad… my 
sister… they only kept me alive because 
they said they didn’t kill children, they 
put me in that bear cage and I had been 
there for 9 years before you came.

Sawyer: Nine years? What is Dharma anyway?

Man: who mentioned Dharma?

Sawyer: why you know them?

The men look around at each other,

Robert: no reason no never heard of them.

Karl: Dharma is an organization to make 
the world a better place,

Sawyer: how are they doing that by 
building smoke monsters and hatches that 
you have to push a button every 2 hours or 
else the world explodes?

Karl: I don’t have a clue,

Sawyer: Alright. Quiet now or they’ll hear 
us.



Flash-Back

Sawyer is alone on a park bench, his fists 
are clenched in anger, he has a gun out 
and he loads a single bullet

Sawyer: you stole my life’s savings, I 
have nothing anymore, no money, nothing… 
all because of you, I swear if ever see 
you again Hibbs ill kill you, you thieving 
scum, this lone bullet is for you, its 
reserved for you, its got your name on 
Hibbs

He pretends to shoot him,

Sawyer: Bang

Int. tents-night

Jack: Juliet said they were 2 hours away, 
it’s been 4 hours now, where are they?

Michael: perhaps she were lying

Sayid: like you were

Michael: I was…

Voice: hello jack



Jack turns around out of the jungle come 
Ben with the rope still around his hands 
but cut in half,

Ben: Jacobs gotten angry jack.

Jack: right now I don’t care about your 
Jacob, Ben.

Ben: you shouldn’t have contacted them.

Jack: we wanted rescue, we called rescue,

Ben :( shouting) but your not rescue are 
you?

Michael: what? Of course they are rescue?

Ben: fine don’t believe me… you will 
sooner or later,

Michael: just kill now jack

Jack: im not a murderer Michael

Michael: well if you don’t I will

He brings his gun to bens face. 

Ben: I hoped it wouldn’t come to this



Sayid: come to what?

Ben: War.

LOST



  



  


